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ten surprising years. 

in the winter of 2004, no one can tell how long the old textile factory in 
the northern Waldviertel will still be able to survive. When the factory 
ultimately shuts its doors, its employees embark upon a time of radical 
change. 

the workers, who live in the countryside, seek new directions.  
other work, unpaid work, more time to engage in hobbies, to become 
involved in the local fire department or to care for relatives.

New beginnings and changes. life goes on.
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Dates

World premiere at the 
BerliNAle internationale Filmfestspiele Berlin – Forum  
(5.–15. February 2015)

08. February | 19:15 − Cinestar 8 
10. February | 19:30 − CinemaxX6 (press screening) 
11. February | 14:00 − Delphi Filmpalast 
12. February | 19:30 − CinemaxX4 
13. Februar | 12:00 − Cinestar 8

the film will be screened with english subtitles

DiAGoNAle Festival of Austrian Film Graz 
(17.–22. march 2015) 

Premiere in Austria with retrospective of Nikolaus Geyrhalter

> theatrical release in Austria: march 20.
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Director’s statement

Nikolaus Geyrhalter

“in 2003, we are told of a textile factory in the Waldviertel in which 
time has allegedly stood still. With the help of ancient machinery and 
the last remaining employees of a workforce that formerly numbered 
300, the owner—now well over 70—is producing traditional fabrics for 
which market demand is rapidly declining.

soon thereafter, we set foot in the factory for the first time, without 
yet knowing where this journey will lead us. it becomes obvious very 
fast that we don‘t have a lot of time left before the factory will close its 
doors forever.

in any case, we want to accompany the people we meet here for a little 
while longer. in the end, it evolved into more than ten years work —  
the time that ultimately elapsed between the beginning and the end  
of this film.”
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open enDeD life stories

BY Claus philipp

A project. A film project: An old textile factory in the Waldviertel, reportedly still 
wedded to traditional production mechanisms; a craft that will soon cease to exist. 
thus, the idea to document everything now. this is followed by meetings and 
recordings with 5, 6, 7 people at their workplace. But very quickly, this workplace, 
and for that matter the film project, are overrun by an accelerated decline. the 
factory is closed down. But the filmmakers want to observe, for another three or 
four years, what that might mean: unemployment, the search for jobs, and what it 
does to the people in this region where jobs are a rare commodity.  
“Über die Jahre” (“over the Years”), the new film by Nikolaus Geyrhalter, was an 
unpredictable project with unforeseeable results from the start. three or four years 
morphed into ten. And now, “Über die Jahre,” a masterpiece in every respect,  
is coming to the big screen.

“in every respect, you’re collaborating with an unknown future.” that’s supposedly 
what director richard linklater said about his magnum opus “Boyhood.” For more 
than ten years, linklater followed the growing up and the “sentimental education” 
of a young American boy—“a crazy undertaking.”

“Über die Jahre” comes very close to this craziness and its vulnerability (who, 
for example, can predict that he can rely on the technical continuity or a compact 
ensemble of protagonists over such a long period of time?). the main difference 
here is that, unlike linklater, Geyrhalter and his co-author, editor Wolfgang 
Widerhofer, couldn’t even rely on a “prescribed,” “fail-safe” net of fictions and 
screenplay twists that could have guaranteed continuity.

on the contrary, every new encounter, every new period of filming over the course 
of these 10 years resulted in new unforeseen turns—in the kind of “great stories” 
that are, as is commonly held, “written by life itself.” sometimes, they are like small 
amusing quivers “over the years,” such as when a man reveals increasingly unusual 
hobbies (archiving 1,800 songs, for example). sometimes, they are like cold showers 
from a past that one didn’t want to talk about for a long time (a married couple tells 
of a catastrophe within the family). And sometimes, they reach an almost grotesque, 
apocalyptic fever pitch (in a rainy no man’s land, a man climbs into scrap metal 
containers in order to improve his meager salary with a few collected aluminum 
cans).

in these moments, you think, “how can this go on?” But that it does go on, and 
how, is the subject of this film. or rather, the circumstances that press onwards in 
Geyrhalter’s images and Widerhofer’s montage, towards moments of happiness as 
well as despair, speak of this—through the film, as it were.

Austrian art and culture does not want for images of rural life—cruel, oppressive, 
idyllic as the case may be. But within that framework, “Über die Jahre” is 
incomparable and unique. And that is owed primarily to its orientation towards 
lifetimes and work times (as well as times of joblessness).
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in the childhood memories of Franz innerhofer, Gernot Wolfgruber or Josef Winkler, 
in the catastrophic tirades of thomas Bernhard, it is usually memory that structures 
the events and thus their suspense. What is to be told and shown is already known. 
Geyrhalter and Widerhofer couldn’t rely on such sureties—be they based on 
experience, virtuosity, or something else. open ended life stories require an open 
mind, an open form. 

in that sense, “Über die Jahre” comes very close to a life and travel journal,  
a diary. You write through the days; sometimes, you draw a conclusion, but it is not 
uncommon for this conclusion to be knocked on the head by the insights that you 
gain just days, weeks, or months later. it is one of the outstanding features of this 
film that it doesn’t present itself as “smarter” in hindsight. thus, it doesn’t place 
itself above the people and circumstances that it came upon, and it certainly doesn’t 
declaim any nuggets of wisdom. it accompanies and observes, over the years, and 
from the details of this observation it draws an immense power, challenging both 
emotion and intellect. According to Nikolaus Geyrhalter and Wolfgang Widerhofer, 
“Über die Jahre” is “an epic, but a finely chiseled one.”
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“There Are Seven Bridges to be Crossed...”

Nikolaus Geyrhalter and Wolfgang Widerhofer—an interview by Claus philipp

Claus Philipp: You were working on this project for 10 years – what gave you the 
confidence that the protagonists would stay involved to the end?  
 
Nikolaus Geyrhalter: originally, we weren’t talking about 10 years. We always 
assumed that we would film for three or four years because it was important to me 
to show the process of how, over a certain period of time, people lose work and then 
look for new work. the more time passes, the more will happen in that time, for 
sure. But then, at some point, a momentum developed and time didn’t play a role 
anymore. Also, in certain phases, we didn’t have such a close involvement with the 
protagonists. time and again, it was quite difficult to find some of them and to 
persuade them to let themselves be filmed again. And once it became clear that this 
was going to be a real long-term project, once we had passed the three year mark, 
we made an effort, of course, to extend it as long as possible. that it is now finished, 
after 10 years, is due to a lot of things: the factory will indeed find a new owner now; 
we finally had to settle up with our sponsors for the movie. And ten years was just a 
beautiful moment to close up this vessel.  
 
Claus Philipp: Talking about the design of this vessel: Wolfgang Widerhofer, at what 
point did you start to edit the film?  
 
Wolfgang Widerhofer: We actually had the first material in the editing room quite 
early, just to see, “What can we do with this?” But in between, we were working on 
other films as well, such as “unser täglich Brot,” “7915 km,” “Abendland”…  the 
editing of what the film has now become began in earnest in January of 2014. over 
the course of twelve months, i grappled with the material and then, last year, we 
filmed the last chapter of the movie, and we asked ourselves, what do we want to 
address one more time and with whom?  
 
Claus Philipp: How did your questions change over the course of these 10 years?  
 
Nikolaus Geyrhalter: We didn’t really have any questions as such. From the moment 
the factory—which we were still able to describe in detail—had ceased to exist, it 
very soon became clear that the movie was ultimately going to follow whatever 
stories life had to tell. Just like a tree that you planted where you don’t know which 
direction the branches are going to take—that’s how this movie developed. While we 
were filming, i took care to intervene as little as possible, to simply wait and see 
what was going to happen in the individual biographies. ten years in the lives of 
seven protagonists, that adds up to seventy years of life—an entire lifespan! 
obviously, a lot goes on in that time. to pour all that into a movie, to find the images 
that will do it justice, that’s what i saw as my main task. the fact is that this film was 
written primarily by the lives of its protagonists.  
 
Wolfgang Widerhofer: We were in a position where we had to react to the lives of our 
protagonists. And i think it is crucial that this ultimately had an impact on the type of 
movie it became. in the beginning, there was a tremendous amount of material from 
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the factory, and one can see that this material features a much greater amount of 
security; everything is very stable. there is a compact space, an enclosed building; 
all the people are on site. thus, in the beginning, the camera has a more sovereign 
position. But then, there is this turning point—the factory is closed down, and 
suddenly, everything starts to move. suddenly, there is a handheld camera. A playful 
dynamic emerges in the film. A form that is more open and spreads into all 
directions—like streams that flow together and divide again. With all the elements 
of chance.  
 
Claus Philipp: On the whole, the protagonists of the movie are not very eloquent, if 
not to say, uncommunicative. For example, when right at the beginning one of your 
first questions, “describe a day in your life,” elicits a non-description: It’s amusing 
and frustrating at the same time.  
 
Nikolaus Geyrhalter: i thought it was beautiful that the selection of the protagonists 
was virtually left to chance. it’s just that they were still there at the time when we 
started to film at the factory. had we casted them from a large number of people, 
that would’ve led to a lot of questions, such as: Why did you choose them? What is it 
supposed to represent? to me, it’s wonderful to accept it as it is and to give people a 
space that they wouldn’t otherwise have.  
 
Wolfgang Widerhofer: Also, not answering is often an expression of one’s character 
or even of resistance against a question. When i edited the movie, it was interesting 
for me to see how, as the filmmaker, Niki himself emerges as a person that drives 
the movie. in that sense, the film is also a portrait of what it is like to make a movie. 
Not getting an answer sometimes, or even having to stop an interview—i think it’s 
fascinating to show these often uneasy moments.  
 
Claus Philipp: How can we imagine the creative dialogue between the two of you?  
 
Nikolaus Geyrhalter: in our work, many individual tasks have become so established 
between the two of us over the years that a lot of the work seems to happen by 
itself. For me, Wolfgang is something of a corrective. When you film, you see 
different things than you do when you edit. And it’s a big advantage that Wolfgang is 
never there on set. that way, in the editing room, he only reads what is actually 
there, in the material, so to speak.  
 
Wolfgang Widerhofer: Niki once described it like this: Field work and back office. 
And that’s how i see it too—like work that is done on the inside, to the interior of the 
film. Niki doesn’t look at the entirety of what he has filmed—i do that. And from this 
material, i start to draw something like the substance of what this movie can tell us 
about life. What’s inside all of this? how does the story tell itself best in this open 
form? What is the innate, essential foundation of this film?  
this time, it’s very important for the film that Niki is so present in it with his 
questions. that you can see how the people react to the film team. that it’s a 
situation that the protagonists help to shape, and not one that’s imposed on them. 
rather, they can free themselves from these situations if they choose to. the film 
shows these moments of interaction over and over.  
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Claus Philipp: How come the movie in its final form seems so compact, in spite of 
the long period of filming?  
 
Nikolaus Geyrhalter: i was surprised by that as well. it’s probably due to my style of 
filmmaking, which i’m very committed to. Where i’m also not very flexible, i would 
say. Certain principles about how i want to depict places and also, most notably, 
people and encounters—i have held those for more than just these past ten years. i 
guess that’s why it seems so continuous now, and i myself am a little surprised 
about that, too. i didn’t create a visual language for this film in particular; i just 
wanted to apply my standards, which i’ve always held, to this movie as well.  
 
Wolfgang Widerhofer: At the end of the day, what was important was to give the 
movie a positive, powerful momentum. You watch the film, you experience change 
and impermanence, sometimes even tragedy, but—and that’s the big but—all the 
protagonists eventually find their own personal way to deal with all these changes 
and this special situation that they find themselves in. When i was editing, i often 
heard this old German hit, “Über sieben Brücken musst du gehen” (“there Are seven 
Bridges to be Crossed”), in a version by the band karat, and it features these lyrics: 
“there are seven bridges to be crossed, seven dark years to survive. seven times 
you’ll be the ashes, but then, for once, you’ll be the light....” it was like an inner 
guideline to get out of all these crises, even in the editing process, but at the same 
time, to keep confronting the setbacks that you have in life and to keep that door 
open.  
 
Claus Philipp: What do you associate with the term “course of life”?  
 
Nikolaus Geyrhalter: We all course through life, we can’t change that. You go to the 
unemployment office, or you don’t go to the unemployment office: ten years will 
pass, no matter if you are the one who shapes them or if you let them be shaped 
from the outside. in the end, you are ten years older. We are, too. As i am growing 
older myself, i sometimes think: one becomes more forgiving towards life, one’s 
own life and also towards the lives of others and towards fate. ten years ago, had i 
known the amount of tragedy that was going to occur, in part, in this film, it might 
have scared me. in the meantime, i am more equanimous because i know that you 
have to take it all, anyway. especially towards the end, this serenity has probably had 
an impact on the filming.  
 
Wolfgang Widerhofer: Yes, a kind of anti-dramatization. trusting the calm and the 
normal. time, indeed, has a special meaning for virtually all Geyrhalter films—also 
in terms of an aspect that i am more and more aware of as i work on them. All 
Geyrhalter films deal with the question: how is the time after something? how is 
the time after the catastrophe? how is the time after the factory was closed down? 
What comes after? it seems that taking this long view is necessary to expose the 
many layers that arise in this “afterwards.” how do people cope with change? that’s 
a basic theme that runs through the entire work with Niki.  
 
Nikolaus Geyrhalter: it’s funny—in my own life i’m usually very forward looking. But 
it’s probably true. When we filmed “Das Jahr nach Dayton” (“the Year After Dayton”) 
in Bosnia, or “Pripyat,” around Chernobyl—my interest usually grows stronger at 
that moment when a topic has been dropped from the daily news, when it is 
forgotten. Apparently, i like to wander in forgotten places.  
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Berlinale forum 2015

Taking the closure of a traditional textile factory as its starting point, 
this documentary follows the further career steps of its final staff 
members. Over the years that follow, a complex panorama of post-
industrial realities comes into view.

When we see nappies being packed in cellophane by hand, we already 
suspect it will all soon be over. taking the demise of a textile factory in 
Austria’s Waldviertel region as its starting point, with the antiquated 
manufacturing plant initially shown in full operation, this film poses the 
question of what work means for people’s self-image and character. 
After the factory goes bankrupt and closes, the filmmaker accompanies 
some of its employees as they continue to make their way, questioning 
them about their daily routines, the circumstances in which they 
live, about looking for work or the new jobs they find. one woman’s 
situation is precarious, but that doesn’t prevent her from bringing up 
her grandchildren. Another woman works here and there, flexible 
and resourceful. one man blossoms visibly in his newly unemployed 
state. Bit by bit, different aspects of their private lives and personal 
misfortunes emerge. What begins as the documentation of a branch of 
industry dying a slow death develops over the course of ten years into 
an epic documentary tale of life and work in the post-industrial era. it is 
an outstanding, moving film devoted to people.
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creDits

 Director and Cinematographer Nikolaus Geyrhalter

 Editing and Dramaturgy Wolfgang Widerhofer 

 Script Nikolaus Geyrhalter 
  Wolfgang Widerhofer

 Sound Recording, Camera Assistant Ludwig Löckinger 
  Andreas Hamza 
  Oliver Schneider 
  Gerald Piesch 
  Simon Graf 

 Sound Design Peter Kutin 

 Mixing Matthias Ermert 
  Clemens Kloss 

 Color Grading Christian Leiss

 Production Manager Michael Kitzberger 

 Producers Nikolaus Geyrhalter 
  Michael Kitzberger 
  Wolfgang Widerhofer 
  Markus Glaser

Production 
NGF - Nikolaus Geyrhalter Filmproduktion GmbH

with support of
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Filmography Nikolaus Geyrhalter
*1972, Vienna – Directing, Cinematography, Script, Production

 irGeNDWANN (in Production) – sometime
 A + 90 min. + reD 4k

2015 ÜBer Die JAhre – over the Years
 A + 188 min. + hDCam
 
2013 CerN – Cern 
 A + 75 min. + hDCam + tV

2012 smZ ost – DoNAusPitAl  - Danube hospital 
 A + 80 min. + hDCam + tV

2011 ABeNDlAND – Abendland
 A + 90 min. + 35mm (hDCam)

2010 AlleNtsteiG - Allentsteig
 A + 79 min. + hDCam + tV

2008 7915 km – 7915 km
 A + 106 min. + 35mm (hDCam) + Cinemascope

2005 uNser tAGliCh Brot – our Daily Bread
 A + 90 min. + 35mm (hDCam)

2001 elseWhere – elsewhere
 A + 240 min. + 35mm (hDCam)

1999 PriPYAt – Pripyat
 A + 100 min. + 35mm (s16mm) + s/W

1997 DAs JAhr NACh DAYtoN – the Year After Dayton
A + 204 min. + 35mm (s16mm)

1994 ANGesChWemmt – Washed Ashore
 A + 86 min. + 35mm (s16mm) + s/W
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Danube Hospital:

honorable mention - World Pulse 
Culturgest Award, indielisboa  
international Film Festival (2013)

Nomination for the Prix europa (2012)

 

abendland:

Nomination: Best Documentary, 
Österreichischer Filmpreis (2012)

Diagonale austrian editors association aea 
Prize, Diagonale (2011)

millennium Award, Planete Doc Film 
Festival, Warsaw (2011)

the Canon Cinematography Award, 
honorable mention, Planete Doc Film 
Festival, Warsaw (2011)

Grand Prix special mention,  
split Film Festival (2011) 

 

7915 Km:

Best Cinematography documentary film, 
Diagonale (2009)

 

our Daily Bread:

Adolf-Grimme-Preis 2008, kategorie 
information & kultur (2008)

spezialpreis der Jury, international 
Documentary Festival Amsterdam (2005)

special John templeton Prize, Visions du 
réel, Nyon (2006)

honourable mention - special Jury Prize - 
international Feature, hot Docs Canadian 
international Documentary Festival toronto 
2006 (2006)

Nominierung - Prix Arte, europäischer 
Filmpreis (2006)

special Jury Award, Jihlava (2006)

ecoCamera Award, rencontres 
internationales du documentaire de 
montréal (2006)

Best feature length documentary,  
Ashland independent film festival (2007)

spezialpreis Jurado Pfizer, Festival 
internacional de cine contemporaneo  
de la ciudad de mexico (2007)

Best Film, ecocinema international Film 
Festival Athen (2006)

Grand Prix, Festival international du Film 
d‘environnement, Paris (2006)

 

elsewhere:

Producers Award, Diagonale, Festival of 
Austrian Film, Graz (2003)

Audience Award, Duisburg (2002)

ethnographic Award, Parnu (2002)

special Jury Award, Amsterdam (2001)

pripyat:

international Documentary Award,  
istanbul (2001)

european Documentary Nominee (1999)

Grand Prix, Diagonale (1999)

Grand Prix, munich (1999)

Grand Prix, odivelas (1999)

Prix de la Jury, Audience Prize, Nyon (1999)

Prix international de la sCAm, Paris (1999)

 

the Year after Dayton:

3-sat Documentary Film Prize,  
Duisburg (1998)

Berliner Zeitung readers’ Prize,  
Berlin (1998)

le Prix Joris ivens, Paris (1998)

Filmpreis, Vienna (1997) 

 

angeschwemmt / Washed ashore: 

New Cinema Prize, Vienna (1994

AWARDS LIST
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Founded by Nikolaus Geyrhalter in 1994, with markus Glaser, michael kitzberger and 
Wolfgang Widerhofer joining as partners in 2003, the core competence of NGF lies in the 
production of documentary and feature films for theatrical release as well as high quality 
works for television.  

NGF works with directors and authors who have a strong and innovative style and a 
passion and understanding for their respective medium—be it the big screen or television. 
Fascinating stories that are tangible and moving, implemented in formats that are 
radically new.  

in its early years, the company was exclusively devoted to the production of documentary 
films. Works such as PriPYAt, ACross the BorDer, our DAilY BreAD, ABeNDlAND, 
and FooD DesiGN are representative of NGF’s approximately 45 documentary films for 
cinema and television that have garnered numerous prestigious awards and have been 
shown around the world. 

in 2010, NGF produced its first feature film, the roBBer by Benjamin heisenberg, which 
celebrated its world premiere at the 60th Berlinale Competition. in 2011, NGF’s second 
feature film, miChAel, the film debut by markus schleinzer, was selected to compete at 
the Cannes Film Festival. 

NGF’s first television documentary series was launched in 2008 with GoiserN Goes 
eAst, and since 2010, several seasons of reiseCker’s trAVels, a television series, 
have been produced. 

NGF’s most recent accolades include the european Film Award for mAster oF the 
uNiVerse by marc Bauder, the premiere of the Visit by michael madsen at the sundance 
Film Festival, and the invitation of oVer the YeArs, a 10-year project by Nikolaus 
Geyrhalter, to the Berlinale Forum. 

Currently, NGF is working on new documentaries by Nikolaus Geyrhalter, Werner Boote, 
maria Arlamovsky, Fritz ofner, and many others, as well as on new feature films by 
Barbara Albert and katharina mückstein, among others.

Nikolaus Geyrhalter Filmproduktion
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2015

Bürger B. / Citizen B. (in production) 
A + 90 min. + Director: Werner Boote

Future Baby (in production) 
A + 90 min. + Director: maria Arlamovsky

Genug? / enough? (in production) 
A + 90 min. + Director: Nicole scherg

irgendwann / sometime (in production) 
A + 90 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

the other side (in production) 
A + 80 min. + Director: Judith Zdesar

Über die Jahre / over the Years 
A + 188 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

the Visit 
Dk/A/irl/FiN/Nor + 90 min. + Director: 
michael madsen

2014

Die unglaubliche reise der Familie Zid / 
the Amazing Journey of the Family Zid 
A + 80 min. + Director: Gunnar Walther

meine Narbe / my scar 
A + 52 min. + Director: mirjam unger

reiseckers reisen iV / reisecker’s travels 
iVA + 10 x 25 min. + Director: michael 
reisecker

Am schauplatz: Armut ist kein kinderspiel 
A + 45 min. + Director: mirjam unger

spieler / Players 
A + 70 min. + Director: katharina Copony

the Child in the Box 
A + 85 min. + Director: Gloria Dürnberger

master of the universe 
D/A + 88 min. + Director: marc Bauder

2013

CerN 
A + 75 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

reiseckers reisen iii / reisecker’s travels iii 
A + 10 x 25 min. + Director: michael 
reisecker

Population Boom 
A + 93 min. + Director: Werner Boote

schulden G.m.b.h. / Debts inc. 
A + 75 min. + Director: eva eckert

2012

Balkan express: Croatia, moldowa 
A + 2 x 52 min. + Director: Fritz ofner

reiseckers reisen ii / reisecker’s travels ii 
A + 5 x 25 min. + Director: michael 
reisecker

Die lust der männer / men’s lust 
A + 65 min. + Director: Gabi schweiger

Warme Gefühle / Queer Feelings 
A + 52 min. + Director: katharina miko & 
raffael Frick

Donauspital smZ ost / Danube hospital 
A + 75 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

2011

Anfang 80 / Coming of Age 
Fiction + A + 90 min. + Director: sabine 
hiebler & Gerhard ertl

michael 
Fiction + A + 96 min. + Director: markus 
schleinzer

Abendland 
A + 90 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

2010

Allentsteig 
A + 79 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

Die lust der Frauen / Women’s lust 
A + 61 min. + Director: Gabi schweiger

reiseckers reisen / reisecker’s travels 
A + 3 x 6 min. + Director: michael reisecker

einmal mehr als nur reden / more than 
Just Words; A + 72 min. + Director: Anna 
katharina Wohlgenannt

Der Weg an die spitze / stams – 
tomorrow’s idols; A + 25 min. + Director: 
harald Aue, michael Gartner

2009 
Der räuber / the robber 
Fiction + A/D + 96 min. +  
Director: Benjamin heisenberg

Goisern Goes West 
A + 3 x 30 min. + Director: markus Wogrolly, 
harald Aue

FILMOGRAPHY NGF
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2008

Food Design 
A + 52 min. + Director: martin hablesreiter, 
sonja stummerer

7915 km 
A + 106 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

Flieger über Amazonien / Flyers over 
Amazonia 
A + 80 min. + Director: herbert Brödl

eisenwurzen (Das musical) /  
eisenwurzen - A mountain musical 
A + 52 min. + Director: eva eckert

Goisern Goes east 
A + 5 x 30 min. + Director: markus Wogrolly, 
robert lakatos, harald Aue

mein halbes leben/(half) the time of my life 
A + 93 min. + Director: marko Doringer

eines tages, nachts... / A White substance 
A + 21 min. + Director: maria Arlamovsky

Bahrtalo! Viel Glück! / Bahrtalo! Good luck! 
h/A + 60 min. + Director: robert lakatos

Die Vatersucherin / Figuring out Father 
A/D + 40 min. + Director: sandra löhr

2006

Almfilm / mountain meadow movie 
A + 69 min. + Director: Gundula Daxecker

ich bin ich / i Am me 
A + 33 min. + Director: kathrin resetarits

2005

unser täglich Brot / our Daily Bread 
A + 92 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

2004

Flug Nummer 884 / Flight Number 884 
A + 52 min. + Director: markus Glaser, 
Wolfgang Widerhofer

Über die Grenze / Across the Border 
A + 131 min. + Director: P. Łozinski, J. 
Gogola, P. kerekes, r. lakatos, B. Cakic- 
Veselic

kanegra 
A + 50 min. + Director: katharina Copony

Pessac - leben im labor / Pessac – living 
in a laboratory; A + 52 min. + Director: 
Claudia trinker, Julia Zöller

Carpatia 
D/A + 127 min. + Director: Andrzej klamt, 
ulrich rydzewski

Die souvenirs des herrn X /  
the souvenirs of mr. X 
A/D + 98 min. + Director: Arash t. riahi

senad und edis / senad and edis 
D + 30 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter

2002

laut und Deutlich / loud and Clear 
A/D + 67 min. + Director: maria Arlamovsky

temelin. ein Dorf in südböhmen / temelin 
A + 30 min. + Director: Nikolaus Geyrhalter, 
markus Glaser, Wolfgang Widerhofer

2001

elsewhere 
A + 240 min. + Director: Nikolaus 
Geyrhalter

1999

Pripyat 
A + 100 min. + b/w + Director: Nikolaus 
Geyrhalter

1997

Das Jahr nach Dayton / the Year After Dayton 
A + 204 min. + Director: Nikolaus 
Geyrhalter

kisangani Diary 
A + 52 min. + s/w + Director: hubert sauper

1995

Der traum der bleibt /  
the Dream that remains 
A + 155 min. + Director: leopold 
lummerstorfer

1994

Angeschwemmt / Washed Ashore 
A + 86 min. + s/w + Director: Nikolaus 
Geyrhalter
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Anne Laurent
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Distribution in austria
Stadtkino Filmverleih
Claus Philipp
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